




Memory
"In study after study, of composers, basketball players, fiction writers, 
ice-skaters, concert pianists, chess players, master criminals... this 
number comes up again and again. Ten thousand hours is equivalent to 
roughly three hours a day, or 20 hours a week, of practice over 10 
years... No one has yet found a case in which true world-class expertise 
was accomplished in less time. It seems that it takes the brain this long 
to assimilate all that it needs to know to achieve true mastery.“

Professor Daniel J. Levitin, neuroscientist and musician

To truly master something 
takes 10,000 hours of practice



Why You Don’t Remember Your First Birthday Party

• Humans typically don’t remember 
events prior to their 3rd or 4th

birthday
• Infantile Amnesia (Freudians)

• Murky unconscious processing
• But, Infantile Amnesia can be seen 

in mammals and reptiles

• Alternative Theory:  Retrieval 
processing and mental schemas



Culture and Memory
• All cultures place 

certain memory 
expectations on their 
members

• Significant dates
• Persons
• Activities





EIDETIC MEMORY?

• Alan Searleman, a professor 
of psychology at St. Lawrence 
University in New York, says 
eidetic imagery comes closest 
to being photographic. 

• When shown an unfamiliar 
image for 30 seconds, so-
called "eidetikers" can vividly 
describe the image—for 
example, how many petals 
are on a flower in a garden 
scene. 



EIDETIC MEMORY?

• Still, their reports 
sometimes contain 
errors, and their accuracy 
fades after just a few 
minutes. Says Searleman, 
"If they were truly 
'photographic' in nature, 
you wouldn't expect any 
errors at all."













• About 90% of all the brain’s 
neurons are located in the 
cerebral cortex, mainly in the 
"grey matter", which makes 
up the surface regions of the 
cerebral cortex, while the 
inner "white matter"
consists mainly of 
myelinated axons, over 
170,000 km of them.

105,633 miles

GRAY & WHITE MATTER



ASSOCIATION AREAS

• Association areas are 
found in all four lobes of 
the brain, and are 
involved in higher mental 
processes, like learning, 
remembering, speaking, 
and thinking



THE VENTRICLES OF THE BRAIN

• The entire surface of central nervous 
system is bathed by a clear, colorless 
fluid called cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). 

• The CSF is contained within a system 
of fluid-filled cavities called ventricles

• PURPOSE
• Absorbs physical shocks to the brain
• Distributes nutritive materials to and 

removes wastes from nervous tissue





Fact memory Skill memory
Declarative Non-declarative (Procedural)
Memory Habit
Explicit Implicit
Knowing that Knowing How
Cognitive mediation Semantic
Conscious recollection Skills
Elaboration Integration
Memory with record Memory without record
Autobiographical Perceptual
representational Dispositional
Vertical association Horizontal association
Locale Taxon
Episodic Semantic
Working Reference

Proposed types of memory
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Automatic Processing

• We process an enormous amount of 
information effortlessly, such as the 
following: 

1. Space: While reading a textbook, you 
automatically encode the place of a picture 
on a page.

2. Time: We unintentionally note the events 
that take place in a day.

3. Frequency: You effortlessly keep track of 
things that happen to you.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OBJECTIVE 3| Describe the types of information we encode automatically.



Figure 7.4  Levels-of-processing theory



Can you Read the Sentence?
• A regit tem a noil 
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Effortful Processing

• Committing novel 
information to 
memory requires 
effort just like 
learning a concept 
from a textbook. 
• Such processing 
leads to durable and 
accessible memories.
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forgetting

scientists have created different models to try to understand memory

sensory 
input

sensory 
memory

long term 
memory

Multi store model 
of memory

short term 
memory

rehearsal

attention
attention rehearsal

recall

forgetting

Without recall and rehearsal, memories are likely to be forgotten

Brain damage and some diseases can also affect 
memory.

Alzheimer’s disease sufferers lose their short 
term memory at first. The disease often 
progresses to affect long term memory too.

Sometimes brain damage can cause loss of long 
term memory, but short term memory can still 
be working well Credit ; N

. Seery, W
ellcom

e
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Difficulty of the Task - STUDY
• Memory is the persistence of learning 

over time
• Marianne Miserandino

• 25% usually can identify via RECALL

• To name the 7 dwarfs, you must get 
the information into our brain 
(encoding), retain it over time 
(storage), and now get it back out 
(retrieval)



Tip-of-the-Tongue Phenomenon
• Some probably have the 

feeling they knew a name, 
but were unable to retrieve 
it?



Tip-of-the-Tongue Phenomenon
• Some probably have the 

feeling they knew a name, 
but were unable to retrieve 
it?

• TOT is when the retrieval 
process is partially complete

• Retrieval Failure as opposed 
to Encoding or storage failure 





STM v. LTM
• STM is transient 

memory
• Chunking (5-9)

• LTM can hold 
information for hours, 
days, weeks, months 
and years 

• Elaborate Rehearsal



Organization of Memory by Sound, Letter and Meaning

• Memory is organized by 
sound, letter or meaning

• Wrong responses normally 
similar in sound, letter or 
meaning OR by patterns



Recall versus Recognition
• Generation of possible targets 

and identification of genuine 
ones with RECOGNITION:

• Miserandino reports 80% 
recognized names versus 20% 
on recall



BIAS IN MEMORY – MELISSA SMITH

• CLOSE YOUR EYES
• IMAGINE A ___________
• WITH YOUR EYES STILL CLOSED, 

ESTIMATE ITS SIZE WITH YOUR 
HANDS



Figure 7.2  Three key processes in memory



How Memory Works



Information Transmission Rates of the Senses
(400 billion bits per Second)

Sensory  
System

Bits per 
Second

eyes 10,000,000
skin 1,000,000
ears 100,000

smell 100,000
taste 1,000

• Note that the (#1) 
discrepancy between the 
amount of information 
being transmitted and the 
amount of information 
being processed is so large 
that any inaccuracy in the 
measurements is 
insignificant.



SPACING EFFECT IN MEMORY



SOME PROBLEMS TO CONSIDER

• Two more problems suggest 
themselves when thinking about 
this immense amount of 
compression. 

• (#2) is the problem of 
determining how long it takes to 
do the compression, and (#3) is 
the problem of determining 
where the processing power is 
found for doing this much 
compression.

• The solution to the #2 problem is 
suggested by the approximately 
half-second delay between the 
instant that the senses receive a 
stimulus and the instant that the 
mind is conscious of a sensation

• The solution to the #3 problem is 
suggested by the approximately 
100 billion cells of the brain, each 
with connections to thousands of 
other brain cells. Each capable of 
executing as many as 100 billion 
operations per second, a truly 
impressive number



DECAY DISPLACEMENT INTERFERENCE



PROACTIVE/RETROACTIVE INTERFERENCE



Figure 7.19  Retroactive and proactive interference



WHY DO WE FORGET?

• maybe what you should really be asking is “Why do I remember?” 
• That question has many answers, but if you’re worrying about your 

memory the simplest answer is probably this: 
• because you paid attention
• The older you get, the more knowledge you have, for the most part

• The main reason it becomes harder to learn new things is that your brain’s 
processing speed gradually slows. 

• It becomes harder to do more than one thing at once, so it’s easier to get confused. 
• Your brain may also become less flexible, so it’s harder to change learning strategies 

in mid-stream. 
• All these things mean it becomes harder to focus.
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WHY DO WE FORGET?

• There’s nothing you can do to change your brain’s processing speed. 
• So far, researchers haven’t found a way to upgrade your brain’s hard 

drive the way you can do with a computer. 
• But there’s a lot you can do to increase your learning performance 

even if your processing speed has slowed. 
• It’s all in the techniques you apply.



HERMANN GRID

• ensory awareness is intimately tied to 
focus and concentration, as well as to 
memory. After all, it’s your senses that 
convey to your brain what it is that you 
want to remember.

• Your senses aren’t just passive data 
receptors. It’s your brain that determines 
what you see, hear, smell, feel, and taste. 
Look at the grid at right:

• The first thing you’ll notice is that there 
seem to be dark spots wherever the 
white lines intersect — but they 
disappear as soon as you try to look 
directly them! They’re not really “there” 
in the image itself. It’s your brain that’s 
creating them.



Levels of Processing:
Craik and Lockhart (1972)

• Incoming information processed at different levels
• Deeper processing = longer lasting memory codes
• Encoding levels:

• Structural = shallow
• Phonemic = intermediate
• Semantic = deep

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to Craik and Lockhart, whether or not we will be able to remember something depends on how deeply we processed the information.  Figure 7.4 illustrates different levels of processing.





Memory is Plural
Different structures in the brain handle different kinds of memory

• You are not in control of most of your memory systems. 
• Your brain has many types of memory to suit different needs to keep 

you alive. 
• Those memories do different jobs. Some of them have names:

• Short-term memory lets you remember a name or phone number long 
enough to enter it. It's brother...

• Medium-term memory lets you remember what you had for breakfast 
yesterday that didn't agree with you today.

• Working memory (the first to go) lets you keep a lot of data in mind while you 
sort through it to save what is important to you.



Memory is Plural
Different structures in the brain handle different kinds of memory

• Those memories do different jobs. Some of them have names:
• Primitive memory systems are similar to those of a reptile. They tell your human 

heart to pump blood to your cheeks when you are embarrassed or breath faster 
when your boss's secretary calls to say he wants to see you in his office.

• Motor memory lets you steer a bike or soap up in the shower while you are thinking 
of something else.

• Explicit memory clicks in when you rehearse something a lot until it comes naturally,
because your system thinks it must be important to your survival. Teacher time.

• Implicit memory already knows what just happened is so important for your survival 
it acts on your body before you know it. You cannot control it but it can control you. 
(Example: "If an acquaintance betrays me I can't remember her phone number any 
more.")





Copyright Joan E. Aitken, All Rights Reserved.  Prepared 
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Memory Techniques
99% of your learning is nonconscious

Method How Works

Drill Repeat over and over. 
Least effective 
memory device.

Method of Loci Visualize something to 
remember it.

Mnemonic Device Use initials to spell out 
a word or 
sentence.

Encoding Specificity Decode in the same 
way you need to 
encode.

Chunking Group by 7.

Context Organizer Link new to old.





IMAGERY
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Visual Encoding

• Mental pictures (imagery) are a powerful aid 
to effortful processing, especially when 
combined with semantic encoding.

Showing adverse effects of tanning and smoking 
in a picture may be more powerful than simply talking about it.

Both photos: H
o/A

P Photo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OBJECTIVE 6| Explain how encoding imagery aids effortful processing, and describes some memory-enhancing strategies that use visual encoding.





PRIMING

• Priming in psychology refers to activating parts of particular 
representations or associations in memory just before carrying out an 
action or task.

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://brainblogger.com/wp-content/uploads/Evolve-728675.JPG&imgrefurl=http://brainblogger.com/2006/04/21/bps-model-transformations-and-its-future/&h=1024&w=1024&sz=234&hl=en&start=58&um=1&tbnid=I9DDr4PEqWbL3M:&tbnh=150&tbnw=150&prev=/images?q=++priming+in+psychology&start=40&gbv=2&ndsp=20&svnum=10&um=1&hl=en&safe=active&sa=N


Priming

• Activation of one or more existing memories 
by a stimulus

• Activation not a conscious decision
• BUT, can effect subsequent thoughts and 

actions
• Two types of priming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key words: long-term memory; implicit memory; non-declarative memory; priming



Two types of priming

Conceptual Perceptual

Priming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key words: long-term memory; implicit memory; non-declarative memory; priming; conceptual priming; perceptual priming



Conceptual priming

• When priming stimulus influences your flow of 
thoughts

• Thought to involve activation of concepts stored in 
semantic memory

• Example: Previous priming demonstration
• Example: If you hear a story about a pitbull, when 

someone later asks you to name a dog, you’re more 
likely to say “pitbull” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key words: long-term memory; implicit memory; non-declarative memory; priming; conceptual priming



Perceptual priming

• When a priming stimulus enhances ability to identify 
a test stimulus based on its physical features

• Priming is implicit because you don’t need to 
consciously recall seeing the priming stimulus in 
order for priming to occur

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key words: long-term memory; implicit memory; non-declarative memory; priming; perceptual priming
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Hierarchy

• Complex information broken down into broad 
concepts and further subdivided into categories 
and subcategories.



CHUNKING

• Based on psychologist George Miller’s paper “The Magical Number Seven, 
Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Capacity for Processing 
Information” (1956), it appears that short-term memory can only store 
between five and nine pieces of information to which it has been exposed 
only briefly. 

• Note that this does not mean between five and nine bits, but rather five to nine 
chunks of information. 

• Obviously, long-term memory has a greater capacity, but it is not clear 
exactly how the brain stores information or what limits may exist. 

• Some scientists hope that information theory may yet afford further 
insights into how the brain functions.



Short-Term Memory:  Chunking

• The human ability to group related 
information into short-term memory and 
thus increase its functional storage 
capacity

• George Miller found that the human 
brain can hold about SEVEN unrelated 
items AND we can chunk them (ie., group 
letters together such as COMSAT, CINC, 
CENTCOM, NASA, IAW, etc)

• One of the best ways to remember 
information is to quickly chunk them 
together as fast as they come in



Chunking
• For example:  we typically 

remember new phone 
numbers in two or three 
chunks (555-6794 or 555-
67-94) rather than as a 
string of seven digits (5 5 5 
6 7 9 4).

• However, even with 
CHUNKING, storage is 
short-term memory and 
temporary losing it about 
20-30 seconds.







Primacy-Recency 
Effect: which items 
from the list do 
you remember





TACTILE MEMORY

• Haptic memory is a form of 
sensory memory that refers to 
the recollection of data acquired 
by touch after a stimulus has 
been presented. 

• Haptic memory is used regularly 
when assessing the necessary 
forces for gripping and interacting 
with familiar objects





Types of Long-Term Memory



Episodic memory

• Memory tied to your own personal experiences
• Examples:

• What month is your birthday?
• Do you like to eat caramel apples?

• Q: Why are these explicit memories? 
• A: Because you can actively declare your answers to 

these questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key words: long-term memory; explicit memory; declarative memory; episodic memory



Semantic memory

• Memory not tied to personal events
• General facts and definitions about the world
• Examples:

• How many tires on a car?
• What is a cloud?
• What color is a banana?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key words: long-term memory; explicit memory; declarative memory; semantic memory



Amnesia - What is it?

A selective disruption of the processes underlying long-term memory
Short-term and sensory memory are typically functional
Other cognitive functions are not impaired
Intelligence, attention...
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Recency vs Primacy

• Amnesia patients exhibit recency effect but not primacy effect

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Long-term
memory 

Short-term
memory 
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Retrograde & Anterograde

• Retrograde amnesia - Loss of information that was learned before the 
onset of amnesia

• Anterograde amnesia - inability to learn new information after the 
onset of amnesia  

• Both can occur in the same patient and commonly do
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Causes of Amnesia

• Concussion
• Migraines
• Hypoglycemia
• Epilepsy
• Electroconvulsive shock therapy
• Specific brain lesions (i.e. surgical removal)
• Ischemic events
• Drugs (esp. anesthetics)
• Infection
• Psychological
• Nutritional deficiency



Brain regions associated with human amnesia

• Diencephalic amnesia - damage to the medial thalamus and 
mamillary nuclei

• Medial temporal lobe amnesia - damage to the hippocampal 
formation, uncus, amygdala, and surrounding cortical areas



Brain regions associated with human amnesia

• Diencephalic amnesia - damage to the medial thalamus and 
mamillary nuclei

• Medial temporal lobe amnesia - damage to the hippocampal 
formation, uncus, amygdala, and surrounding cortical areas



Diencephalic Amnesia

• Damage to the medial thalamus 
and/or mamillary bodies

• stroke

• Korsakoff’s syndrome
• Caused by thiamine deficiency as a 

result of chronic alcoholism



Korsakoff’s symptoms

• Anterograde amnesia
• Retrograde amnesia

• Covers most of the adult life

• Lack of insight
• Typically unaware of memory problems

• Confabulation
• Patient makes up stories to fill in the past

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



Medial Temporal lobe amnesia

• Hippocampus is most important site of damage



Case H.M.

• Epileptic patient

• Had medial temporal lobes removed to stop seizures

• Seizures were reduced but H.M. became severely amnesiac.



Improving Everyday Memory

• Engage in adequate rehearsal
• Distribute practice and minimize interference
• Emphasize deep processing and transfer-

appropriate processing
• Organize information
• Use verbal mnemonics
• Use visual mnemonics
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